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a b s t r a c t

The poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and alginate hydrogels are non-toxic and biocompatible
immobilization matrix with wide applications. The PVA hydrogels crosslinked with
boric acid or borate under acidic or alkaline conditions, respectively, were yielded
with/without further crosslinking using sulfate. Four types of hydrogels (A-D) were
generated and tested. This study aims at exploring the stability of the hydrogels A-
D subjected to repeated pH shift to reveal the applicability of these hydrogels in
environments with varying pH’s. The appearance, structural stability under drying,
weight and thermal stability and constituent boron and sulfate ions intake/release rates
under pH shifts were characterized for these hydrogels. The PVA hydrogels formed with
boric acid, with or without secondary sulfate crosslinking, cannot resist repeated pH
challenge. Conversely, the PVA hydrogels formed with borate would have high stability
under pH shift, regardless of the implementation of secondary sulfate crosslinking. The
clusters with tetraborate ([B4]) were proposed to be key linkage blocks to establish pH
stable PVA hydrogel. The adsorption tests revealed that the boric acid dimer ([B3][B3]) or
borate–sulfate ([B3][SO4]) hydrogels have low intra diffusional resistances and the [B4]
hydrogels are best-performing cesium ion adsorbents.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-alginate hydrogels are biocompatible matrices with wide applications, including adsor-
ate in water, given the non-toxicity, ubiquity, and biodegradability of alginate, as well as chemical inertness of PVA
Tassanapukdee et al., 2021; Rajpal et al., 2021; Tsai et al., 2020; Wirawan et al., 2020; Deng et al., 2021; Kim and
in, 2021). Nevertheless, alginate itself does not have the mechanical strength that is strong enough to withstand the
dsorption–desorption cycle. Thus, crosslinking alginate with other materials is appreciated since it can largely enhance
he rigidity and adsorption capacity of metal ions than alginate alone (Gao et al., 2021). The diol groups on PVA and the
etrahydroxyborate can complex at pH 10 to form the tetraborate ([B4]) core in the stable PVA-B4 hydrogels (Ochiai et al.,
981). When nucleophile such as sulfate is further added to replace the formed [B4] cores to [SO4] cores, a stable PVA-
O4 hydrogel under drying–rewetting would be produced (Wang et al., 2019a). Conversely, when the PVA-hydrogels are
ormed using boric acid at pH 5 for crosslinking, the B(OH)3 dimer ([B3][B3]) cores are formed to yield PVA-B3B3 hydrogels
Tsai et al., 2018). Further crosslinking with nucleophiles (e.g. SO2−

4 ) to partially replace the [B3] cores would generate the
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structurally flexible and water stable PVA-B3SO4 hydrogels (Tsai et al., 2018). The [B3][B3] cores are conversely not water
table while the [B3][SO4], [B4], and [SO4] cores are water stable and can be stored dry (Tsai et al., 2019; Wang et al.,
019a). Similar conclusions were drawn from tests with other metal hexacyanoferrates (Wang et al., 2022).
In field applications, the hydrogels formed with boric acid may be used in alkaline environment, while those formed

ith tetrahydroxyborate may be utilized in acidic processes. Wang et al. (2019b) performed pH shift tests on the core
tructures of the PVA hydrogels and noted that the [B3] in the PVA hydrogels can be partly converted to [B4] under alkaline
H, and the [B4] cores in the PVA hydrogels can be partly transformed to [B3] under acidic pH. The PVA matrix subjected to
H shift can lead to a mix of different cores. The key question is whether the repeated pH shifts can lead to deterioration
r strengthening of bonding clusters of hydrogels.
In 2011, the Fukushima First Nuclear Power Plant Disaster has led to leakage of tons of radioactive isotopes, such

s Cs, Sr, and Co into the environment (Eun et al., 2021). Among them, cesium-137 (137Cs) is considered one of the
ominating and the most harmful radionucleotides, given its long half-life (30 years), ability to enter aquatic environment,
igh mobility in water and emission of gamma radiation which does harm to organism if being inhaled or ingested (Cho
t al., 2018; Xia et al., 2018; Eun et al., 2021; Sutirman et al., 2021). This gives the urgency to remove the radioactive
37Cs from contaminated water bodies. Various removal techniques of Cs are available, but adsorption turns out to be the
ost effective given the colossal amount of water being impacted as well as low concentration of Cs present in the water
odies (Eun et al., 2021).
Adsorption is a technology being applied for cesium adsorption (Abdollahi et al., 2020; Shao et al., 2021). The present

tudy monitored the structural stability of PVA hydrogels formed under acidic or basic conditions, with or without
econdary nucleophile crosslinking, all of which were subjected to repeated pH shifts. The hydrogels were tested by their
ppearance change, boron and/or sulfate release/intake quantity, and the thermal stability. This study aims not to give
ptimal samples, but to reveal a way one can synthesize the PVA matrix with pH, thermal and shape stability, which has
ot been reported before. The PB dosed hydrogels were tested to reveal their potential as cesium ion adsorbents. The
hape stable hydrogels that can maintain shapes while experiencing dry-rewetting cycles are made to fit the need on site
y their significant reduction of volume and weight of dry hydrogels in storage, and their rapid recovery of shape and
erformance after rewetting for further use (Tsai et al., 2018, 2019).

. Experimental

.1. Hydrogel fabrication

The PVA powders with molecular weight 89–98k and sodium alginate powders were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
O, USA) and from Acros Organics (Waltham, MA, USA), respectively. The PVA, sodium alginate, and Prussian blue (PB)
owders (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were mixed in 80 ◦C water to make a suspension with 1% PB + 10% PVA +
% alginate (all w/v) solution. The suspension was then gradually dropped into a 2% w/v calcium chloride solution with
% w/v sodium tetrahydroxyborate at pH 10 or 4% w/v boric acid at pH 5 under 20 rpm stirring. The generated hydrogels
A0 and B0) were crosslinked with 0.9 M sodium sulfate at pH 7 for another 48 h to lead to hydrogels C0 and D0 (Fig. 1).
he so-produced A0-D0 were used in the pH shift tests.

.2. The pH shift tests

The pH shift tests are schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The A0 and B0 hydrogels were placed in a bath filled with diluted NaOH solution (pH 10, 25 ◦C) stirred at 50 rpm

or 24 h. The hydrogels were then collected and washed with water, yielding hydrogels A1 and B1. Then the A1 and B1
ydrogels were placed in 4% boric acid solution (pH 5, 25 ◦C) stirred at 50 rpm for another 24 h. The hydrogels were
ollected and washed with water again, obtaining hydrogels A2 and B2. Such a process was repeated to get hydrogels A3,
3 and A4, B4.
The C0 and D0 hydrogels were placed in a bath filled with 4% boric acid solution (pH 5, 25 ◦C) stirred at 50 rpm for

4 h. The hydrogels were collected and washed with water to generate hydrogels C1 and D1. These hydrogels were then
laced in diluted NaOH solution (pH 10, 25 ◦C) stirred at 50 rpm for 24 h to yield C2 and D2. This process was also
epeated to generate C3, D3, and C4, D4.

.3. Batch adsorption tests

The adsorption tests were conducted by addition of one gram of hydrogels into 120 mL water with 1–20 mg/L of
esium ion, which was shaken at 300 rpm and 25 ◦C. The water was sampled regularly for concentration measurements.
he adsorption of Cs+ of PVA hydrogels (without dosed PB) was noted negligible in capacity, correlating with Lai et al.
2016). The synthesized hydrogel adsorbents are used to intercept radioactive Cs from nuclear reactor collapse, which
ould become radioactive waste that need final disposal under regulations. Therefore, no reusability of the used adsorbent
ould be studied herein.
2
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Fig. 1. Experimental procedures. (Upper) Fabrication of hydrogels A0-D0; (Lower) pH shift tests.

.4. Other analyses

The weights (Wi) of the hydrogels under chemical modification were recorded. The weight changes during modification
re calculated as (Wi+1 −Wi)/Wi, i = 0 to 3. For instance, the weight change for hydrogel A1 modified from A0 is defined
s (WA1 − WA0)/WA0.
The contents of boron and cesium ions in the 0.45 µm filtrate were measured using an inductively coupled plasma

ass spectroscopy (model 7700 series ICP-MS, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The contents of sulfate ions
n the 0.45 µm filtrate were measured using ionic chromatography Dionex ICS-1000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Walham,
A, USA) equipped with IonPac AS4A-SC (4x250 mm). All measurements were in triplicate to assure data quality.
The TGA tests of hydrogels were performed with Thermo Plus 2 System TG8120 (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) within

00–800 ◦C at 10 oC/min heating rate.
The crystal structures of the yielded dried hydrogels were probed by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern using

ltima IV (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with Cu as anode material (40 A, 40 kV).

. Results and discussion

.1. Hydrogel stability under pH shifts

Fig. 2 shows the appearances of the hydrogel samples (A-D) before (upper rows) and after drying (lower rows). All
ydrogels were spherical and white before drying. Restated, the pH shift did not alter appearances of the hydrogels.
owever, the A and B series, except B0 and B1, lost shape stability upon drying (the upper two lower rows). Conversely,
he C and D series kept their shape stability at dried conditions. Therefore, the hydrogels formed with borate and those
rom boric acids + sulfate crosslinking but without pH 5 immersion could survive upon drying.

Fig. 3 shows the weights of hydrogels measured under pH shifts. The hydrogel A0 would gain weight after immersing
n pH 10 solution to become A1. Then the A1 hydrogel lost weight in pH 5 solution when generating A2. The A2 would
egain weight to become A3 in pH 10. Then the weight dropped again in pH 5 solution to yield A4. A similar change
as noted for hydrogel B series. Conversely, the weights for C and D series were almost unchanged when subjected to
epeated pH shifts.

Fig. 4 shows the concentrations of boron and sulfate in the solutions after pH shift. When A0 hydrogel was placed in
H 10 solution, about 3800 mg/L boron was released when forming A1. When A1 was placed in pH 5 boric acid solution,
bout 1900 mg/L boron was taken by the hydrogels. In sequential immersion to pH 10, about 4900 mg/L boron was

eleased from the hydrogel A2, and in the subsequent pH 5 immersion, another 1800 mg/L boron was taken by hydrogel

3
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Fig. 2. Appearance changes of hydrogels in drying tests. Upper samples in each row are those before drying, and lower samples are those after
80 ◦C drying for 24 h.

Fig. 3. Weight changes of hydrogels before drying. Weight change (%) presents the fraction of change of weight (Wi+1 − Wi)/Wi . For instance, the
weight change for hydrogel A0 to A1 is defined as (WA1 − WA0)/WA0 .

A3 to lead to A4. Similar patterns of born release/intake was noted for the other three hydrogel series. The sulfate was not
stably bound in the PVA matrix under pH shifts. But this release was not noticeable in the subsequent pH shift (Fig. 4b).

The XRD patterns of the hydrogels were shown in Fig. 5. The basic characteristic peaks for PB crystals were noted in
all samples, except that D4 crystals possessed peaks at reduced 2θ , suggesting the gaps between [2 0 0] planes for these
two analogues were enlarged. The peaks around 20◦ correspond to the reflections from [1 0 1] plane of PVA crystals
(Gupta et al., 2009). The present adsorbent is PVA matrix with Prussian blue fine particles embedded in it. The Prussian
blue particles were identical for all samples while the bonding clusters in PVA matrices were revised by the repeated
4
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Fig. 4. Concentrations in the solutions for samples A-D after pH shifts. (a) Concentration of boron in solution: release (+)/intake (-); (b) concentration
f sulfate in solution: released.

H shocks. The Prussian blue crystals do have structures, but the PVA matrix is regarded amorphous (whose crystal field
ields only one XRD peak at around 20o), so further discussions on the PVA structures have no scientific relevance.

3.2. Thermal stability

The TGA analyses for the tested samples are shown in Fig. 6. The TGA curve for A0 showed gradual decline in weight
as temperature rose. The subsequent pH shifts clearly sharpened the TGA curves, or the percentage of weight loss with
respect to the temperature change had increased significantly. This suggests that the yielded hydrogels lost thermal
stability, particularly those after pH 5.0 than after pH 10.0 treatment. Similar changes were noted for the B hydrogels,
with the thermal stability deteriorated for B2-B4. The hydrogels C and D had higher thermal stability than hydrogels A
and B did, given the slopes of percentage change in weight loss to temperature change in TGA diagrams are smaller. While
the pH shifts mildly changed the thermal stability, the D4 lost most thermal stability at around 300 ◦C.
5
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Fig. 5. The XRD patterns for the terminally treated hydrogel powders (A4, B4, C4, and D4), with the gray curve representing computer-simulated
pattern for PB. Characteristic peaks for PB are marked with stars.

The TGA curves is used to reveal the thermal stability, but the bonds in gel matrix. Since the hydrogels are to be applied
n wastewater adsorption, the high temperature regime is of no practical interests.

.3. Hydrogels upon pH shift

The presence of boron clusters was discussed using 2D 1H-11B HETCOR spectra and mass balance calculations (Tsai et al.,
2018). Accordingly, we also adopted the mass balance calculations for current experimental data to confirm the chemical
structures in the treated hydrogels. Fig. 7 summarizes the boron and sulfate release/intake quantities undergoing pH
shifts. In fabrication, about 2 mol boron/mol diol was absorbed into the matrices A0 and C0, correlating to the formation
of [B3][B3] clusters at 50% coverage for the former and [B4] cluster at 100% coverage for the latter. In the subsequent sulfate
crosslinking, about 2.7 mol sulfate/mol diol were incorporated into both A0 and C0 with minimal release of intra-hydrogel
boron. This observation, according to the interpretation by Tsai et al. (2018), suggests that the sulfate was linked to diol
or boron clusters in the matrix to convert [B3][B3] to [B3][SO4] for the C0 or from [B4] to [B4][SO4] clusters for D0.

For A0 to A1, the pH increased boron loss (−0.52 mol boron/mol diol), contributed by the conversion of [B3][B3] cluster
o [B4], with the rest of boron being released. The subsequent pH drop took +0.88 mol boron/mol diol, suggesting the
ormation of excess [B3][B3] clusters in the matrix A2. The following pH increase to 10 led to no boron release for A3. The
inal pH drop to 5 took +1.41 mol boron/mol diol, revealing that most diols in the A4 were linked to the [B3][B3] clusters.

For B0 to B4, the boron release/intake pattern is similar to that for A series. The corresponding sulfate was released
y 0.48 and 0.12 mol/mol diol from B0 to B1, and from B1 to B2, respectively. In the next B2 to B3 and B3 to B4 steps,
inimal sulfate was released from the PVA matrix. This observation suggests that the linkage between [SO4] and diols
ere stabilized even under further pH shift.
For C0 to C4 and D0 to D4, similar boron release/intake patterns were noted as in A and B series. The interior of C4

ad 1.42 mol boron/mol diol, indicating that the [B4] clusters at about 70% coverage occurred in C4. The D hydrogels lost
ulfate in the first pH shift, but at lower quantity as in the B hydrogels, with the clusters [B4] and [B4][SO4] being linked
o the diols in the D hydrogels.

.4. pH Stable PVA hydrogels

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the pristine hydrogels and those after two sequential pH shifts. The hydrogels
ith excess [B3] would lose stability and those with [B4] and [B4][SO4] clusters would have enhanced drying and thermal
tabilities. If the hydrogels were synthesized in boric acid solution (A0), the secondary crosslinking can produce strong
ydrogels (B0) that can maintain structural stability under drying, correlating with the findings of Tsai et al. (2018). But
his hydrogel cannot survive pH shifts (Table 1). The hydrogels synthesized in borate solution (C0) and that with secondary
rosslinking (D0) have satisfactory stability in drying thermal degradation, correlating with the conclusions by Wang et al.
2019c). Additionally, the pH shifts would not deteriorate the hydrogel stability, although boron and/or sulfate were taken
6
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Fig. 6. The TGA curves for tested hydrogels. (Top-left) A series; (top-right) B series; (bottom-left) C series; (bottom-right) D series.

Fig. 7. The release (+)/intake (-) quantities of boron (blue) and sulfate (orange) by PVA matrix during pH shifts. Numbers are in unit mol boron/mol
diol or mol sulfate/mol diol. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
7
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Table 1
Characteristics of the hydrogels tested. #: good performance; X: poor performance.

A0 A4 B0 B4 C0 C4 D0 D4

Dry stability # X # X # # # #
Weight stability X X X X # # # #
Thermal stability # X # X # # # X
Mol boron/mol diol 2.03 3.77 1.98 2.65 2.03 1.42 1.98 1.09
Mol sulfate/mol diol 0 0 2.70 2.1 0 0 2.69 2.30
Expected linkage [B3][B3] [B3][B3] [B3][B3];

[B3][SO4]
[B3][B3];
[B3][SO4]

[B4] [B4] [B4];
[B4][SO4]

[B4];
[B4][SO4]

Table 2
Fitted parameters for pseudo-second-order kinetic model of the adsorbed Cs+ using treated hydrogels. 25 ◦C.
Sample Initial concentration (mg/L) q2(mg/g) k2 × 102g/(mg ×min) r2

A4
1 10.3 60.5 0.9997
5 41.0 3.1 0.9795
10 52.1 6.8 0.9969
20 104.2 0.9 0.9924

B4
1 10.6 205.5 0.9997
5 39.7 14.1 0.9999
10 33.4 6.6 0.9700
20 133.3 0.8 0.9942

C4
1 12.2 12.0 0.9982
5 59.2 1.1 0.9990
10 109.9 0.5 0.9992
20 172.4 0.4 0.9972

D4
1 11.6 27.7 0.9999
5 39.5 15.2 0.9992
10 64.9 1.3 0.9918
20 112.4 0.6 0.9985

Table 3
Fitted parameters for Langmuir models of the adsorbed Cs+ using treated
hydrogels. 25 ◦C.
Type Kads qmax (mg/g)

A4 0.186 133.7
B4 0.1628 190.8
C4 2.0511 161.6
D4 0.1913 146.9

or released under pH 5 or pH 10. The early formation of [B4] clusters in the PVA matrix would produce stable hydrogels
hat can be applied in solutions over wide pH range.

The adsorption kinetic tests were performed for hydrogels A4–D4 at 25 ◦C with different initial concentration of cesium
ion (Fig. 8). The pH shifted hydrogels had rapid adsorption capability, with A4 and B4 reached plateau adsorption capacity
in 2 h contact with initial concentration 1–10 mg/L, and in 4–8 h for 20 mg/L Cs+. The C4 and D4 need more time to reach
plateau adsorption. Restated, the intra diffusional resistances for [B3] rich hydrogels are lower than those with [B4][SO4]
ounterparts. However, the difference is not significant, suggesting that after repeated pH shifts the intra-linkages of
ydrogels have reached a status with similar connectivity. What is also noticeable is the higher adsorption capacity
eached by B4 and C4 at 20 mg/L initial Cs+ concentration. The kinetics data were fit with pseudo-second-order kinetics
s follows:

t
qt

=
1

k2 × q22
+

t
q2

(1)

where qt is adsorption amount at time t (mg/g); t is adsorption time (min); q2 is the fitted adsorption capacity (mg/g); and
k2 is the pseudo-second-order kinetic constant (g/mg/min). The fitting curves were also shown in Fig. 8 for comparison,
which correlated well with the kinetic data. Table 2 lists the fitting parameters, with all correlation coefficients exceeding
0.97.

Fig. 9 shows the adsorption isotherms for A4–D4 at 25 ◦C, with Ce representing cesium concentration in solution and qe
epresenting the adsorbed quantity per mass of adsorbent. The best-fit maximum adsorption quantity based on Langmuir
odel (Table 3) is 190.8 mg/g, comparable to the literature report (Chen et al., 2015), and higher than some others (Lai
t al., 2016; Kang et al., 2018). The A4, C4, and D4 all possess similar maximum adsorption capacities, correlating with
he claim that the pH shifted hydrogels have similar characteristics. One particular point is the high Kads value for C4, or a
igh adsorption equilibrium constant, meaning the cesium has a higher tendency to be adsorbed than to stay in the bulk
8
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Fig. 8. Adsorption kinetics of Cs+ of the treated hydrogels. (a) A4; (b) B4; (c) C4; (d) D4.

olution. This makes the pH shifted hydrogels fit the use in field very much, with low hydrogel dosage to achieve sufficient
esium ion removals. Restated, the hydrogels with enriched [B4] but no [SO4] are the best cesium ion adsorbents.
This study aims to prepare pH, shape and thermally stable PVA hydrogels that can be a carrier for functional materials,

uch as Prussian blue particles in the present adsorption test. Therefore, the discussion presented is on the change in
lusters in the PVA matrices since these clusters determine the pH, shape, and thermal stability of the PVA matrices. While
here should not be any correlation between ‘‘structures’’ of PVA matrix, which has no adsorption of Cs+; adsorption of
s+ was contributed by the embedded PB particles, which remained unchanged in all samples. Therefore, the adsorption
echanisms, surface charges of PB particles, and other adsorbent characterization were not discussed further in the
resent work. Nonetheless, since PB is a preferred adsorbent of Cs+ over other competing ions (Ishizaki et al., 2013;
ai et al., 2016), the produced hydrogels can potentially used as cesium ions from high salt wastewaters.

. Conclusions

This study synthesized the PVA hydrogels with boric acid at pH 5 or with borate at pH 10, and part of the samples were
trengthened in interior structures with sulfate crosslinking. The structural stability of the formed hydrogels was subjected
o repeated pH shifts between pH 5 (boric acid solution) and pH 10 (10−4 M NaOH solution) at room temperature. The
structural and thermal stability of the hydrogels were characterized. The PVA hydrogels with excess [B3] would have poor
stability and those with [B4] clusters would have supreme stability. The initial configurations of the hydrogels were noted
to be more important than the secondary sulfate crosslinking for producing stable hydrogels. Early establishment of [B4]
clusters in the PVA matrix leads to hydrogels stable over wide pH range. The adsorption kinetic tests revealed that the
[B3][B3] or [B3][SO4] hydrogels have low intra-diffusional resistances. The adsorption isotherm tests showed that all pH
shifted hydrogels have similar maximum adsorption capacities, while the [B4] hydrogels have high Kads values based on
Langmuir models, supporting their efficient use as cesium ion adsorbents.
9
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